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Plnding x-y Convex Hull of a Set of x-y Polygons 

DelfirL Y. Montuno 

Alain Fbumier 

University of Toronto 

ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we extend the concept of rectilinear polygon to 
x-y polygon and introduce the idea of x-y convexity. Next, we 
present algorithms that find x-y convex hull(s) in 0(n) time for an 
x-y polygon, O(nlogn) time for a set of points, O(plogp+n) time for 
a set of nonintersecting x-y convex polygons, and O(nlogp) time 
for a set of intersecting x-y polygons, where n is the total number 
of vertices and p is the number of x-y polygons. The space com¬ 
plexity for all the algorithms is 0(n). 

November 20, 1982 
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1. Introduction 

Rectilinear polygons are frequently used in image processing to describe 
images on rectangidar grids [FerBO, Skl75]. They are also the building blocks of 
VLSI layout and-wire routing [DolBl], However, at present, a unified concept on 
such class of polygons is either lacking or incomplete. In this paper, we e)dend 
the concept of rectilinear polygon to x-y polygon, which includes point, line, 
and rectilinear polygon, and introduce the idea of x-y convexity. Then we 
present algorithms that find the x-y convex hull(s) in 0(n) time for an x-y 
polygon, O(nlogn) time for a set of points, 0{plogp+n) time for a set of nonin¬ 
tersecting x-y convex polygons, and O(nlogp) for a set of intersecting x-y 
polygons, where n is the total number of vertices and p is the number of x-y 
polygons. 

Before describing the algorithms in Section 3, we will first define various 
terms cuid state various properties of and observations on x-y polygons in Sec¬ 
tion 2. In Section 4, we analyze the algorithms and present their time and 
space complexity. 

2. Definitions and Observations 

2.1. Definitions 

Def. 1 

A rectilinear polygon is a simple polygon whose edges are paredlel to either 
X or y axis. (It has therefore only 90- and 270 degree internal angles.) 

Def. 2 

An x-y polygon is one of the following: a) a point; b) connected rectilinear 
line segments; c) a rectilinear polygon; and d) a connected union of type b 
and/or t5q)e c x-y polygons. 

We shall henceforth call an x-y polygon of type a, b, c, or d according to the 
above classification. F!g. 1 gives a few examples. 

Def. 3 

An x-y convex polygon is an x-y polygon such that any line parallel to 
either the x- or the y-eixis intersects it no more than once, i.e., the inter¬ 
section is either null or wholly inside the polygon (in one of the following 
configurations: on edge [[along edge] [in polygon [along edge]]] on edge, 
where [ ] means optional). Hg. 2 illustrates an x-y convex polygon eind an 
x-y concave polygon. 
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Def. 4 

The x-y convex hull of an x-y polygon is the smallest x-y convex polygon 
containing it. 

Def. 5 

The x-y convex hull of a set of x-y polygons is any one of the smallest x-y 
convex hulls containing it. 

Def. 6 

Let the top left side of an x-y polygon be the sequence of vertices starting 
from the upper leftmost vertex to the left uppermost vertex. See Fig. 3. 
The top right, bottom right, and bottom left sides of an x-y polygon are 
similarly defined. Note that two sides can share on at most one vertex. 

Def. 7 

For the sake of brevity, we will call the top left side of an x-y convex hull its 
top left x-y convex hull. The top right, bottom right, and bottom left x-y 
convex hulls are similarly defined. 

Def. 8 

The top x-y convex hull is the union of the top left and top right x-y convex 
hull. Bottom x-y convex hull is similarly defined. 

Def. 9 

A 0 x-y convex hull of a set of x-y polygons is one whose all vertices have 
minimum possible y values. Cf. Obs. 5. 

Def. 10 

The minimum bounding x-y rectangle of am x-y polygon or a set of x-y 
polygons is the smallest x-y rectangle containing it. 

2.2. Observations 

Obs. 1 

The area of the minimum bounding x-y rectangle of an x-y polygon or a set 
of x-y polygons is greater or equed to the minimum area bounding rectan¬ 
gle [Fre75], where equality holds when the latter is an x-y rectangle. See 
Fig. 4. 

Obs. 2 

The convex hull of a simple polygon given the ordered list of vertices can 
be found in 0(n) [Bha81,Skl72]. 

Obs. 3 

Given eui x-y polygon or a set of x-y polygons, its minimum bounding x-y 
rectangle, minimum bounding rectangle, convex hull, and x-y convex hull 
aire related as follows: A(minimum bounding x-y rectangle) ^ A(minimum 
bounding rectangle) ^ A(convex hull) ^ A(x-y convex hull) and minimum 
bounding x-y rectangle c convex hull C x-y convex hull, where A(P) means 
area of P ; P C Q means P contains Q or equals to Q. 
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Obs. 4 

The vertices of the top left x-y convex hull are monotonicaily x-y increas¬ 
ing. Similar observations can be made on the top right, bottom right, and 
bottom left x-y convex hulls. 

Obs. 5 

The x-y convex hull of a set of x-y polygons is not necessarily unique. In 
fact, for some arrangement of x-y polygons, the number of such convex 
hulls could be in the worst case exponentially related to the cardinality of 
the vertex set. However, they all have the same area and perimeter. Pig. 5 
illustrates the x-y convex hulls of and the numbering system for two sets of 
3 points with different arrangements. 

3. Algorithms 

The algorithms for finding x-y convex hull of an x-y polygon, a set of points, 
or a set of x-y polygons consist of the following 3 main steps. 

1. Find the top left, top right, bottom right, and bottom left x-y convex 
hulls. 

2. Find the top and bottom x-y convex hulls by finding the union the top 
left and top right x-y convex hulls and bottom left and bottom right x-y 
convex hulls, respectively. 

3. Find the 0 x-y convex hull by merging the top and bottom x-y convex 
hulls, at the same time, count and list other possible places in the 0 x-y 
convex hull that can be modified to obtain other x-y convex hulls. 

For step 1, an algorithm for the top left x-y convex hull suffices because 
the top right, bottom right, and bottom left x-y convex hulls can be found 
without actually rotating the input by applying the same algorithm with x coor¬ 
dinates replaced with (meixX-x) coordinates, x and y coordinates interchanged, 
or y coordinates replaced with (maxY-y) coordinates for 90, 180, and 270 degree 
rotation, respectively, where maxX end maxY are the maximum x and y coordi¬ 
nates of the minimum bounding x-y rectangle. (This rotation can be done in 
0(n) time, where n is the number of vertices.) 

For Step 2, an algorithm for merging the top left end the top right x-y con¬ 
vex hulls suffices again because of the symmetry of the input. 

For step 3, we give an algorithm for merging the top and bottom x-y convex 
hulls, which we later show to take 0(n) time. We could, however, for the sake of 
efficiency, merge in constant time if the input is only one x-y polygon. 

Note that we are not concerned with optimizing the constant factor of the 
algorithm but with demonstrating achievable as)miptotic complexity. 

Notatioii 

Y(v) is the y value of the point v. 

X(v) is the X value of the point v. 

(ma}dC, maxY, minX, minY) of an x-y polygon or a set of x-y polygons are 
the maximum x, maximum y, minimum x. and minimum y coordinates of 
the minimum bounding x-y rectangle. 



3.1. A2.1 Rnding top left x-y coavex hull of an x-y polygon. 

INPUT; 

An x-y polygon is an ordered (clockwise) list of vertices, v[l:n]. 

OUTPUT: 

Top left x-y convex hull in v’[l:k], where k < n. 

MEraOD; 

0. Find maxY and minX 
1. Find the upper leftmost vertex in v[l:n]. 

/* i.e., v[i] with the largest y-vedue and has X(v[i]) = minX */ 
Assume WLOG, it is v[l], 

2. i = 1; 
k= 1: 
v*[k] =v[i]: 
CTV = i: /* index of the current top vertex in v[*] */ 

3. while (Y(v[i]) < maxY) /* store x-y increasing 
convex vertices */ 

\ 
i — i + 1; 
if (Y(v[i-1]) <Y(v[i]) &X(v[i-l]) = X(v[i]) & 

Y(v[i]) =Y(v[i+l]) &X(v[i]) <X(v[i + l])) & 
CY(v[i]) > Y(v[CTV])) then 
/* v[i] is a convex vertex and is above v[CTV] */ 

k = k + 1; 
v'[k] = v[i]: 
CTV' = i: 

i 

4. i = 1; 
Tv[i] = v’[k]: /* Tv[*] is a temporary array for vertices */ 

CTV = k; 

5. while (k > 1) /* construct the top left convex hull backward ♦/ 
f /* while skipping ceindidate vertices under the 

convex hull constructed so far */ 
k — k - 11 
ifX(v'[kj) <X(V[CTV]) then 

i = i + 1; 
Tv[i] = (X(V[CTV]), Y(v'[k])): 

i = i -f 1; 
Tv[i] = V[k]: 
CTV= k: 

i 

T 

6. while (i ^ 1) /* reverse the list */ 
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v’[k] = Tv[i]: 
i = i" 1; 
k = k + 1; 

i 
k = k" 1; 

7. At this point, v'[l:k] contains the top left 
x-y convex hull of v[l;n]. 



3.2. A2,2 Rnding top left x-y coQvex hull of a set of points. 

INPUT: 

Aset of points v[l:n]. 

OUTPUT; 

Top left x-y convex hull in v'[l:2xk-l], where k< n. 

METHOD; 

0. Find maxY and rainX. 
1. Sort v[l:n] by x and then by increasing value of y. 

Assume ¥L0G, it is sorted as v[l:n]. 

2. i = 1: 
k= 1: 
Tv[k] = v[i]: 

3. while (Y(v[i]) < maxY) /* store x-y increasing points */ 

i = i + 1; 
if X(v[i]) = X(Tv[k]) then 

/*• replace with a larger y-value point ’’/ 
Tv[k] = v[i]: 

else if Y(v[i]) > Y(TV[k]) then 
/* store as next point */ 

k = k -H 1; 
Tv[k] = v[i]: 

4. i = 1: 
V[l] = Tv[l]; 

5. while (i < k) 

l’[2xi] = (X(Tv[i+l]). Y(Tv[i])): 
v'[2xi+l] = Tv[i-t-l]; 
i = i + 1; 

i 

6. At this point, v’[l:2xk-l] contains the top left 
x-y convex hull of v[l:n]. 
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3.3. A2.3 Finding top left x-y convex hull of a set of non-intersecting x-y 
convex polygons. 

INPUT: 

A set of p x-y convex polygons with vertices each in ch[i:j], where 1 
^ i ^ p and 1 < j < rti. 

OUTPUT: 

Top left x-y convex hull in v'[l:k], where k< txj + ng + . . . + rip, 

NOTATIONS: 

tl[l:p,*] contains p top left x-y convex hulls of the input. 

rti; is the number of vertices in tl[i,*] or the ith top left x-y convex 
hull. 

v[k] - a temporary array for top left x-y convex hull of the output. 

DL - a list of (i,j)’s, index-pairs of tl[*,*], whose convex hulls ti[i,*]s are 
under the convex hull being constructed so far. 

H - a heap which stores index-pairs (i.j)'s of tl[*,*] such that the y 
value, Y(tl[i,j]) of a node (i,j) is maximum for all y v^ues, Y(tl[i’,j’]) of 
nodes (i'.j’) in its subtrees at its x-value, X(tl[i.j]). Thus, the nodes are 
ordered according to Y(tl[*,*]) values with the largest one at the root 
for edl y values intersecting the verticad line at the x value of the root. 

updateDL(DL,x) - if DL is empty, return. Else, each index-pair (i,j) in 
DL is updated to (i,j’) such that X(tl[i,j']) > x and j < j’ < ; and is 
deleted from DL if X(ti[i,j’]) < x and j’ = 

updatenode(node,H,x) - If the content of node is not empty, then up¬ 
date the (i,j) stored in node of the heap H such that X(tl[i,j’]) > x, 
where j ^ j’ < ni«: if X(tl[i,j’]) < x and j' = nj-, then heapify at node by 
replacing the content of node with its leirger son. (This taikes O(logp' + 
nii) time, where p’ is the number of nodes currently in H and rrii is the 
total number of vertices scanned during the update. Note that p' ^ p 
and TTii < n.) If both left and right sons are not present, then place 
(0,0) at node and return. 

insert(node,H,DL,x) - If heap H is empty, then build H from index-pairs 
(i,j)'s in DL. Else all elements of DL are inserted into H. For each ele¬ 
ment (t',j’). the following steps are taken: 

1. updatenode(root,H,x): 
2- (Lj) ♦- (i.j) pair of root; 
3. if (i,j) = (0,0) then insert (i’,j') at the root; 

else 

ifY(tl[i',j']) > Y(tl[i.j])& 
X(tl[i',j'])<X(tl[i,j]) I 
Y(tl[i\j']) =Y(tl[i.j])& 
^(tl[i’.j']) <X(tl[i,j]) then 
I 
replace (i,j) pair of root by (i’,]'): 

i 
if the number of nodes in the left subtree 
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is less than the number of nodes in the 
right subtree then 
insert(leftson of root, H, ((i'.j')). x): 

else 
tnsert( rights on of root, H, ((i'.j')). x): 

1 
(Note we can keep the tree balanced by inserting alternately at the 
left and right subtree or according to some other criterion like keep¬ 
ing a count on the number of nodes in each subtrees. The strategy is 
straightforward and it is omitted here.) 

deletemax(H) - if H is empty, return (0,0). Else, return root content 
(i,j) where Y(tl[i,j]) is the maximum for all nodes of H ; delete it from 
H and heapify. 

METHOD; 

0. Find maxY, maxX, and minX. 
1. Find top left x-y convex hull of each x-y convex polgyon 

and store them in tl[i,j], 1 < i ^ p and 1 < j < tTj- , 
where 7\- < . 

2. Sort tl[l;p, *] with tl[’‘,l] as key by x and then 
in decreasing value of y. 
Assume WLOG, it is sorted as tl[l:p, *]. 

/* Initialize and choose the first x-y convex hull 
that will be peirt of the output. */ 

3. k = 1: 
i = 1: 
j = 1: 
v[k] = tl[i.j]; 

j = j + 1: 
next = i + 1; /* indicate the next top left 

x-y convex hull in tl[*,*] */ 
tl[p-i-l,l] = (maxX, maxY): 
DL ♦-0: /’* delete list used to store index-pairs 

of tl[-^.*] */ 
H *-0; /* initialize heap H to empty */ 

4. while (Y(v[k]) < maxY) /* collect convex vertices 
with large y-value * / 

while (j < X(tl[i,j]) < X(tl[next,l])) 
/* process ith x-y convex hull */ 
/* as long as there is no other convex hull 

above it and the last vertex is not yet reached. */ 

if j is odd & Y(tl[next,l]) > Y(v[k]) then 

k = k + 1: 
v[k] = tl[i,j]: 

i 
j - j + 1; I” 

I 

•- co.-iiL') 

• . • . ^ 
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I—^^'*'1 

J (HOC. 

I 

if j ^ 71^ then /* new candidate possible */ 

if X(tl[i,j]) >= X(tl[next,l]) &: 
Y(tl[i,j]) > Y(tl[next,l]) then 

/* place next in the delete list and advance next */ 
DL «- (next.l): 
next = next + 1; 

else 
\/* switch next and i */ 
DL*- (i.j): 
i = next; 

j = 1: 
next = next + 1; 

else /* end of a hull reached */ 

x = X(tl[i.r^.]): 
updateDL(DL,x): 
if DL 0 then 

insert(root of H,H,DL,x): 
DL *-0: 

if H = 0 then 

i = next; 

j= 1: 
next = next + 1; 

else 
if X(tl[root of H]) < X(tl[next,l]) I 

X(tl[root of H]) = X(tl[next, l]) & 
Y(tl[root of H]) > Y(tl[next, 1]) then 
(i,j) <- deletemax(H); 

else 

i = next: 

j = 1: 
next = next + 1; 

1 

r“ 

C'naxt,ji) 

1 
1 

5. v'[i]=v[l]: 
i = 1; 
n = k; 
next = i + 1; 
k = 1; 

6, while (next < n) 

1 
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ifY(v[next]) > Y(v[i]) then 

I 
k — k 1" 

V[k] = (X(v[next]). Y(v[i])); 
k = k + 1; 
v'[k] = v[next]: 
i = next; 

I 
next = next + 1; 

i 

7. At this point, v'[l:k] contains the top left 
x-y convex hull of ch[l:p,*]. 
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3.4. A2.4 Finding top left x-y convex hull of a set of intersecting x-y con¬ 
vex polygons. 

INPUT: 

A set of p x-y convex polygons with ni vertices each in ch[i,j], 1 < i < p 
and 1 < j ^ n^. 

OUTPUT: 

Top left x-y convex hull in v’[l:k], where k^ni+Ti2 + ... + 71^ 

METHOD: 

0. Find maxY and minX. 
1. Find top x-y convex hull of each x-y convex polygon 

£ind store them in tl[i,j], 1 < i < p and 1 < j < n^., 
where ly ■< 7\. 

/* initialize heap for selecting vertices with 
smallest x-coordinate from the root 

2. Store [l.l], [2.1].[p.l] in heap H 
such that [i.j] is the root of some subtree of H 
if for all [i'.j'] in its subtrees X(tl[i,j]) < X(tl[i’,j’]) 
and in case of equality Y(tl[i.j]) > Y(tl[i’,j’]). 
k = 1: 
Let [i.j] be the content of the root of H. 
v[k] = tl[i.j]: 
j = j + 2; 

3. while (H is not empty & Y(v[k]) < maxY) 

if j > then remove [i.j] from H; 
if H is not empty then 

Heapify H; 
ifY(v[k]) <Y(tl[i,j]) then 

I 
if X(tl[i,j]) > X(v[k]) then k = k + 1; 
v[k] = tl[i.j]: 

j - j 2; 

J 

4. i = l: 
v[i] = v[i]: 

5. while (i < k) 

vT2xi] = (X(v[i+1]). Y(v[i])): 
v’[2xi+i] = v[i+l]: 
i = i + 1; 

j 
k = 2xi - 1; 
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; 

6. At this point v'[l:k] contadns the top 
x-y convex hull of ch[l:p,*]. 

3.5. A3 Merging top left and top right x-y convex hulls to form top x-y con¬ 
vex hull. 

INPUT; 

Top left and top right x-y convex hulls in tlv[l;nj] and trv[l:7Vj. 
respectively. 

OUTPUT; 

Top x-y convex hull tv[l;nf ], where ^ +71^. 

METHOD; 

1.1 = 1: 
r = 1: 
t = 0: 

2. while (1 ^ n() 

t = t + 1; 
tv[t] = tlv[l]: 
l = \ + U 

\ 

3. while (r ^ Uj.) 

I 
t — t -f- 1; 
tv[t] = trv[r]: 
r = r + 1; 

i 
Tit = t; 

4. At this point, tv[l:7it] contains the top x-y convex 
hull. (Note, list concatenation could be used here. 
In that case the time complexity would be constant. 
However, this will not change the asymptotic 
complexity.) 
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4. A4 Uerging top and bottom x-y convex hulls to form x-y convex polygon. 

INPUT: 

Top and bottom x-y convex hulls, tv[l:nf ] and bv[l:nb], respectively. 

OUTPUT: 

x-y convex hull hv[l;n;j], and the list of vertex pairs of hv[*] in 
CHOICE, where a choice of coordinates is possible, and COUNT, the 
length of CHOICE. 

METHOD: 

1. t = i: 
b = 
h = 0; 
COUNT = 0; 
CHOICE ^0; 
th = 0; 

2, while (t < 7^<) 

[ 
while( X(bv[b]) < X(tv[t]) & /* save bottom hull ♦/ 

Y(bv[b])<Y(tv[t])) 

1 
th = th + 1; 
Temph[th] = bv[b]; 
b = b - 1; 

i 
if X(tv[t]) = X(bv[b]) I 

Y(tv[t]) = Y(bv[b]) then /* examine other choice */ 

1 
if ((tv[t].tv[t+l]) points right &: (bv[b].bv[b-l]) points left &c 

(tv[t].tv[t+l]) is below (bv[b],bv[b-l])) | 
((tv[t],tv[t+l]) points down & (bv[b],bv[b“l]) = points up & 
(tv[t],tv[t+l]) is to the right of 
(bv[b],bv[b-l])) then 
/* store choice ♦/ 

hv[h+l] = tv[t]: 
hv[h+2] = tv[t+l]: 
th = th + 1; 
Temph[th] = tv[t+l]: 
h = h + 2; 
b= b- 1: 
t = t + 2; 
COUNT = COUNT + 1; 
CHOICE *- [h.th]: 

I 
else 

h = h + 1; 
hv[h] = tv[t]; 
t = t + 1; 

-—j 

tvCt+0 bvCb-O 
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i 
else If Y(tl[t]) <Y(bv[b]) | 

X(tv[t]) < X(bv[b]) then /* examine other choice */ 

if tv[t+l] 9^ bv[b] & (tv[t].tv[t+l]) intersects , ^ 
(bkb+l),bv[b])lhen _‘•'W 

S 
(x.y) intersection((tv[t],tv[t+l]), 

(bv[b+l],bv[b])); 
(x’.y') ♦- intersection((tv[t+l],tv[t+2]). 

(bv[b],bv[b-l])): 
one_Dr_Lwo = 1; 

else if tv[t + l] 9^ bv[b-l] &: (tv[t],tv[t+1]) 
intersects (bv[b],bv[b-l]) then 

I 
th = th + 1; 
temp[th] = bv[b]: 
(x.y) ♦- intersection((tv[t],tv[t-f-1]), 

(bv[b].bv[b-l])): 
(x',y’) <- intersection((tv[t+l].tv[t+2]), 

(bv[b-l].bv[b-2])): 
one_Dr_two = 2; 

.bvCb+n ! 
I 

tviH+n 

bvCbl 

tvCt + 2] 

bv(b-n 

tvCi+2: 

jV Cb-l] 

■tvCtl 

bvCb-2] 

I 
'2_ 

if (tv[t+l] ^ bv[b] k (tv[t],tv[t+l]) intersects 
(bv[b+l].bv[b])) I 

(tv[t4-l] 9^ bv[b-l] k (tv[t],tv[t+l]) intersects 
(b^b].bv[b-l])) then 

hvfh+1] = tv[t]; 
hv[h+2] = (x.y): 
hv[h+3] = tv[t+l]: 
hv[h+4] = (x'.y’): 
hvfh+5] = tv[t+2]; 
h = h + 5; 
temph 
temph 
temph 
temph 

th+1] 
th+2] 
th+3] 
th+4] 

t=t + 3: 
th = th + 4; 

(x.y): 
tv[t+l]: 

(x'.y): 
bv [ b-one_Dr_two ]: 

b = b - 2: 
COUNT = COUNT + 1; 
CHOICE (h-2.th-2): 

I 
else 

h = h + 1; 
hvfh] = tv[t]; 
t = t + 1; 
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else 

h = h + 1; 
hv[h] = t^t]; 
t = t + 1; 

i 
I /* end while */ 

3. While (b ^ 1) 
^/* collect remaining bottom hull */ 

th = th -I- 1; 
Temph[th] = bv[b]: 
b = b- 1; 

4. while (th ^ l) 
[/* transfer a bottom hull to hv[*] */ 

h = h + 1; 
hv[h] = Temph[th]; 
th = th - 1; 

5 
nh = h; 

5. At this point, hv[l:n^ contains the top convex 
huil and there are - i other possible 
solutions, and CHOICE indicates the list of 
vertex p>airs of hv[*] which could be changed as 
follows. Each [Aj.Ag] denotes 2 'indices’ in hv[*] 
such that hv[/ii] and hv[Ti^+2-/i,2] indicate the 
seime point and have an alternate choice of coor¬ 
dinates where instead of having the same x- 
coordinate as that of its successor (predecessor) 
Eind the same y-coordinate as that of its pre¬ 
decessor (successor), it has the same x-coor- 
dinate as that of its predecessor (successor) 
eind the same y-coordinate as that of its 
successor (predecessor). See Fig. 6. 

5. Analysis of x-y Convex Hull Algorithms 

Lemma 1 The ninimum bounding x-y rectangle of an x-y polygon, a set of 
points, or a set of x-y polygons can be found in 0(n) time, given the list of 
vertices and where n is the total number of vertices. 

F*roof; 

Find minX, minY, maxX, and maxY by scanning the list once and then 
construct the vertices of the minimum bounding x-y rectangle in con¬ 
stant time. 

Lemma 2 The upper leftmost vertex of an x-y polygon can be found in 0(n) 
time. 
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Proof: 

The upper leftmost vertex has the form (minX,y), where y is the larg¬ 
est of all vertices with minX x-coordiaate. Scanning the list once, we 
can find such vertex. 

l^Jnma 3 A vertex of an x-y polygon, a set of points, or a set of x-y 
polj^oDS is a convex vertex of its top left (top right, bottom right, bottom 
left) x-y convex hull, tl (tr, br. bl) iff there exists no convex vertex v^ such 
that X(v') ^ X(v) and Y(v') ^ Y(v). (Simultaneous equalities are broken up 
arbitrarily.) SimUar conditions can be expressed for tr, br, bL 

Proof: 

If there exists such a v’ then v can not be part of the x-y convex hull. 
If this is true tl would not be x-y convex. Therefore, there exists no 
such v’. 

Only if V is a convex vertex of tl will there exits no such v’. If this is 
not true, we can prove that v is not part of tl. Assume for simplicity 
sake that there is only one such v. Let tl be w^wz... njit-i uJtiUi + i... 
tUn, where w’s are vertices on the x-y convex hull, v = Wi, v' = w^, emd 
i < k < m tl can be decomposed into fZi.xuj.i where 
til = xyi..,iUi_2 and tl2 = Then form a new tl, tli.y/.tlz, which is 
a top left x-y convex hull without v where w is (X(xu|.),Y(tUi_i))). There¬ 
fore convex vertices can not be under any other convex vertex. (We 
can also prove similarly for the case where tl j is null.) 

Similar proofs can be given for vertices on tr, br, and bl. They are 
omitted here. 

I u).: 

UJi-l 

I 
I 

Lemma 4 The list of convex vertices of the top left (top right, bottom right, 
bottom left) x-y convex hull cam be found (4.1) in 0(n) time for am x-y 
polygon, (4.2) in O(nlogn) time for a set of points, (4.3) in O(plogp + n) time 
for a set of nonintersecting x-y convex polygons, amd (4.4) in O(nlogp) time 
for a set of intersecting x-y polygons, where p is the number of x-y 
polygons amd n is the total number of vertices. 

F*roof(4.l): 

For an x-y polygon, scan the list of vertices starting from the upper 
leftmost vertex for increasing y-value convex vertices in 0(n) time. 
Then scan the list of selected vertices backward to eliminate vertices 
that cire directly below or to the right of some larger y-value convex 
vertex in 0(n) time. Steps 3-5 of algorithm A2.1 indicate how this is 
done. It is easy to verify that steps 0, 1, 3, 5, and 6 take at most 0(n) 
time and all other take constant time. Therefore, the algorithm 
achieves optimal lower bound of 0(n). 

Proof(4.2): 

For a set of points, sort points by x and then y in O(nlogn) time. Scan 
the sorted List of vertices for larger and larger y-value vertices in 0(n) 
time. Step 3 of algorithm A2.2 indicates how this is done. It is easy to 
verify that steps 0, 3. and 5 take 0(n) time. 1 takes O(nlogn) time, and 
all other take constant time. Therefore, the algorithm achieves lower 
bound of O(nlogn). This is optimal as it is shown later that sorting is 
reducible to finding the x-y convex hull of a set of points. 
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Proof(4.3): 

For a set of p nonintersecting x-y convex polygons, the apper leftmost 
vertices of the polygons can be found in 0(n) time according to 
Lemma 2 and then sorted in (pLogp) time. Steps 3-4 of algorithm A2.3 
indicate how the set of convex vertices are found in O(n+plogp) time. 
Steps 1 and 6 take 0(n) time, 2 takes O(plogp) time, 3, 5, and 7 tedce 
constant time. 

It is not hard to see why step 4 takes 0(n+plogp) time. The 0(n) term 
is present because each of the input vertices is examined at least 
once. The term O(plogp) is present as there are p x-y convex polygons 
which must be sorted according to their respective top leftmost ver¬ 
tices. 

Now, we have to prove that there are at most 0(p) insertion and dele¬ 
tion into and from H, respectively with each operation taking O(logp + 
m^) time, where logp is the maximum depth of H and is the total 
number of vertices scanned during the update. 

Next, we observe that there is at most p nodes in the heap H. An 
index-pair (i,j) is stored only once into H in O(logp + rrii) time. (And 
once removed from H in at most O(logp + jn^) time, it is never rein¬ 
serted.) By the convexity and nonintersecting properties, the nodes of 
H are maintained in the same relative order even after update is 
effected when inserting a new index-pair (i'.j’) in O(logp + tti^) time. 
(It should be noted that nodes are updated only when there is an 
insertion and only those nodes along the path of comparison is 
updated.) Thus, each insertion, including the associated update cost, 
requires O(logp + ttl,) time. Since the total number of vertices is n, 
the sum of all 0(p) ttIi's is 0(n). 

To prove that there are at most 0(p) insertions and deletions, we 
observe that the first time heap H is built, in at most 0(p) time, is 
when the end of an x-y convex hull is reached and this x-y convex hull 
is never inserted into H. The next and the following operations on H 
are only insertions from the delete list which can contain only at most 
one index-pair (i,j) from the heap H and index-pairs (iM)'s that have 
never been inserted into H. These operations also occur only when 
the end of some x-y convex hull is reached. Thus for every (i,j) which 
has to be reinserted into H, we have a corresponding x-y convex hull 
that has never been inserted. If it is the end of (i,j) from H that is 
reached then the delete list would contain no index-pair from H. With 
only at most one index-pair (i,j) deleted from H after the last vertex of 
some x-y convex hull is reached, the delete list can not contain more 
than one index-pair (i.j) from H. Since there are only p x-y convex 
hulls and at most one index-padr (i,j) from H can be present in the 
delete list, every time an index-pair (i,j) is reinserted one x-y convex 
hull is fully processed without ever been inserted into H. Therefore, 
insertion and reinsertion into H can only happen at most p-1 times. 
Similar argument can also be made on the number of deletions. (We 
must note that an algorithm which has a time complexity of less than 
O((n-p)logp) for detecting nonintersecting condition is necessary for 
this convex hull algorithm to be useful.) 
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Proof(4.4); 

For a set of Latersecting x-y polygons, sorting the upper leftmost ver¬ 
tices of x-y polygons takes O(plogp) time. Then find the set of convex 
vertices in O(nlogp) time as indicated by step 3 of algorithm A2.4. 
This time complexity is mainly due to the insertion and deletion of 
0(n) vertices in a heap of at most p nodes in step 3. Steps 0, 1. and 5 
take 0(n) time, and 2, O(plogp) time and 4 and 6 constant time. 

Kote that edgorithm A2.4 works also for a set of nonintersecting x-y 
convex polygons. However, algorithm A2.3 does not work for a set of 
intersecting x-y polygons. If given a set of p x-y convex polygons, k of 
them aire intersecting while (p-k) of them do not and they are separ¬ 
able, then we could use a hybrid algorithm composed of algorithms 
A2.3 and A2.4. This algorithm will only requires O(nlogk-i-(p-k)log(p-k)) 
time, where n is the total number of vertices. 

Lemma 5 Given the list of vertices specified in Lemma 4, the top left (top 
right, bottom right, bottom left) x-y convex hull ceun be found in 0(n) time. 

P*roof: 

Starting with the first leftmost pair of vertices, find the intersection 
resulting from extending the left vertex horizontally to the right and 
the next vertex vertically downward. This point becomes the vertex 
between the pair. The same process is then performed for all adjacent 
pairs of vertices. In some cases, we might have to scan the list of given 
convex vertices backward, as in Algorithm A2.1, to insure that the con¬ 
vex vertices are those belonging to the x-y convex hull. However, the 
time required is still 0(n). Since there are only 0(n) such pairs, the 
top left (top right, bottom right, bottom left) x-y convex hull cm be 
found in 0(n) time. 

Lemma 6 The top left (top right, bottom right, bottom left) x-y convex hull 
of an x-y polygon, a set of points, a set of nonintersecting x-y convex 
polygons, or a set of intersecting x-y polygons can be found in 0(n), 
0(nlogn). (Xplogp+n). or O(nlogp) time, time, respectively. 

IVoof: 

By Lemmas 4 and 5. 

Lemma 7 The top (bottom) x-y convex hull of am x-y polygon, a set of 
points, or a set of x-y polygons can be found from its top left amd top right 
(bottom right and bottom left) x-y convex hulls in constant time and at 
most 0(n) time. 

Proof: 

If list concatenation is used then we can obtain in constant time the 
union of the two x-y convex hulls. If a new list is created for the top 
(bottom) x-y convex hull, then 0(n) time is required. Algorithm A3 
indicates how this is done. 
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Lexnnia 8 The x-y cOQvex hull of an x-y polygon (8.1), or a set of x-y 
polygons (8.2). can be found from its top and bottom x-y convex hulls in 
constant time or 0(n) time, respectively. 

Proof(ai): 

For an x-y polygon, its x-y convex hull is unique. Using list concatena¬ 
tion, we can And the x-y convex hull in constant time and no more 
than 0(n) time if new list is created. 

Proof (a2): 

For a set of x-y polygons, we can merge the top and bottom x-y convex 
hulls by scanning the lists of vertices from left to right and checking 
and storing other possible choices. Once a vertex is scanned, it us 
never scanned again and each vertex is sccuined at most a consteint 
number of time. Since there are only 0(n) of them, the time needed is 
0(n). Though new vertices would be created, their number is at most 
0(n). Algorithm A4 indicates how this is done. 

Theorem The x-y convex hull of an x-y polygon, a set of points, a set of 
nonintersecting x-y convex polygons, or a set of intersecting x-y polygons 
can be found in 0(n), O(nlogn). O(fdogp + n). or O(nlogp), respectively, 
where p is the number of x-y polygons euid n is the total nunober of ver¬ 
tices. 

Proof: 

By Lemmas 6-0. 

Hme Complexity 

By Lemmas 4 and 5, Step 1 of the main algorithm in Section 3 takes 
0(n), O(nlogn), O(plogp+n), and O(nlogp) time with an x-y polygon, a set of 
points, a set of nonintersecting x-y convex polygons, and a set of intersect¬ 
ing x-y polygons, respectively as input. 

By Lemmas 7 and 6, Steps 2 and 3 takes 0(n) time. 

Therefore the time complexity of finding x-y convex hull is dominated 
by Step 1 of the main algorithm. 

Analysis 

The algorithms for finding the top left x-y convex hull of an x-y 
polygon, a set of points, and a set of nonintersecting x-y convex polygons 
cam be shown to be optimal. Optimality for an x-y polygon is obvious. For a 
set of points or a set of nonintersecting x-y convex polygons, we show that 
the algorithm is optimal by proving that sorting is reducible to finding the 
x-y convex hull of a set of points or a set of nonintersecting x-y convex 
polygons. Element uniqueness is also reducible to the same problems. 

Since the proof for both are similar, we only give the proof for that of a 
p>oLnt set. YTe also leave reducing element uniqueness to the reader. 

Given a set of number X^, 1 < i < n, transform each in a total of 
0(n) time for all A^'s, to point (A^,A^) in the x-y plane. Find the x-y convex 
hull of such set of points. The order of the convex vertices on the top left 
convex hull from the left to the right is the sorted order of A^’s. Therefore, 
sorting is reducible to x-y convex hull algorithm of a point set and the 
algorithm is optimal. 
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The time complexity of the algorithm for a set of nonintersecting x-y 
convex polygons is actually 0(plogp+n). The term O(plogp) is necessary 
because the algorithm mu^ be able to sort the top left most vertices of p 
x-y convex polygons: the term 0(n) is present because the number of ver¬ 
tices output could be 0(n). The 0(plogp + n) time also resulted from the 
0(p) insertions and deletions of index-pairs into and from the heap H of 
maximum depth O(logp) amd 0(n) time to scan the vertices for updates. If 
n ^ kp, then only O(plogp) is necessary, though k could be a very large con¬ 
stant. 

The algorithm for finding the top left x-y convex hull of set of inter¬ 
secting x-y polygons takes O(nlogp) time. The strategy is to find first the 
x-y convex hulls of edi x-y polygons in 0(n) time. Next, by x-y convexity a 
verticaJ line intersects the horizontal edges of the top left x-y convex hulls 
at most once for each x-y convex polygon. We could then order the x-y 
polygons on this vertical line. Since these x-y convex hulls could possibly 
intersect one another, there is, thus, no guarantee that the order of these 
convex polygons would be preserved as we sweep the vertical line from left 
to right. We also know that the vertical line intersects at most p horizontal 
edges at a time. In the best worst case, we can do a deletion or an inser¬ 
tion in O(logp) time. Since there are at most o(n) such operations, the time 
complexity is o(nlogp) which is greater than just sorting the upper left¬ 
most vertices of ail x-y polygons, but much less them. O(nlogn) time, which 
is the time to sort all vertices. 

Space Complexity 

It is straightforward to show that the algorithms uses 0(n) space in 
each of the Steps. 

6. Conclusion 

We define the concept of x-y convexity and extend the concept of rec¬ 
tilinear polygon to x-y polygon. We also present various x-y convex hull 
algorithms for various kinds of input. Some of the open problems are 
detecting and finding intersection of a set of x-y polygons and dynamic 
compaction of a set of rigid x-y polygons. 
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Type a Type b Type c Type d 

JTg. 1 Types of x-y polygon. 

x-y convex jDolygon x-y concave polygon 

Fig. 2 Kinds of x-y polygon. 



Top left = (V,.V„) 
Top right =(Vi2.V22) 
Bottom right = (V23) 
Bottom left = (V24) 

Fig. 3 Sides of an x-y polygon. 

Rg. 4 The area of minimum bounding x-y rectangle is always greater or 
equalled to the minimum area bounding rectangle. 
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Rg. 5 X-y!Convex hulls of 2 sets of 3 points with different arrangements. 
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